Intensivist Locums for NEW FELLOWS

Have you just gained your Fellowship? Why not consider locum work in different hospitals & locations before you commit to your first permanent role as a Consultant.

Try out a locum opportunity?
- You can explore Australia & New Zealand whilst working in communities who really value your expertise
- Earn some extra cash to pay off your studies
- Learn from the best by working with some of the top physicians in your field
- Learn self-reliance and become more resourceful and adaptable
- Feel good making a difference
- Take a break from your routine and locum in adventurous places

Our locum jobs range from 1 week to 6 months and many are ongoing, meaning that you choose to work when you want over a longer period.

With a wide range of locum opportunities to choose from, it can be difficult to know what to do next! So why not get in touch with the Wavelength Intensivist team who will find you find the perfect locum in a location and hospital suited to your career goals and lifestyle.

CLICK HERE to view our Locum opportunities now.

Aimee Skoyles
Recruitment Consultant – Anaesthetics & ICU Specialist
T: +61 2 8353 9009
F: +61 2 8353 9099
E: askoyles@wave.com.au
67-77 Flinders Street
Surry Hills NSW 2000